PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY KENYA ON BEHALF OF THE MEMBER STATES OF THE PREFERENTIAL TRADE AREA FOR EASTERN AND SOUTHERN AFRICAN STATES (1PTA)

Corrigendum

Page 1, first paragraph: "... Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern States ..." should read "... Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States ...."

Page 2, Part II, Paragraph 1(e): "... will increasingly encourage imports to ..." should read "... will increasingly encourage importers to ...".

Page 3, Part II, Paragraph 5: "The national value to be ..." should read "The notional value to be ...".

Page 4, Part II, Paragraph 6: "... establishes a national value may be ..." should read "... establishes a notional value may be ...".

Page 5, Part II, Paragraph 11: "... do not have grounds to reflect them." should read ".. do not have grounds to reject them."